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ABSTRACT 
The classical theorem of Hardy and Littlewood on differentiation in mixed normed spaces is 
discussed in the context of the class XJ, = {f : Af = Af }. The main result is that there is a difference 
between the cases I =0 and I #O. In particular, if i #O, then an HP-norm is proportional to the 
corresponding Bloch type norm. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
In this paper we prove some usual and some unusual inequalities for the 
classes 
x, = {fU?(B): &-= &f}, A EC, 
where d is the invariant Laplacian on the unit ball B of C”. (Throughout the 
paper n will denote a fixed positive integer.) We are concerned with relations 
between p-th mean values of a function f EXA and its “invariant” gradient vf. 
Theresultsoftype“IpfI<lfl” are similar to the classical results of Hardy and 
Littlewood on harmonic functions, but there are differences in the opposite 
direction when A #O. For instance, if n = 1 and f EXA for some A #O, then the 
integral mean M,(f, . ) (defined as a radial function on B) is bounded if (and 
only if) M,(Vf, z) = 0((1 - jz12)-‘. In other words, a Hardy type condition is 
implied by the corresponding Bloch type condition. 
We use the basic facts and notation from [4], Chap. l-4. Let Aut(B) =A4 be 
the group of all biholomorphic transformations of B. To each QE B there cor- 
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responds an involution pae Aut(B) such that p,(O) = a. We write pa in the 
form 
(1.1) (l-CZ,a))V,(Z)= (l-E)f-sz, 
where s, = (1 - 1~1~)“~. One has 
(1.2) 1-bJz)12= 
(1 - M2)U - lz12) 
ll_(z,a),* . 
For z, a E B let d(z, a) = I p,(z)l. Then d is an M-invariant metric on B 
(pseudohyperbolic metric) such that 
q&B) = {z: d(z,a)<c} =: &(a), O<E< 1, 
where EB= {EZ: ZEB} =2?,(O). 
The measure r defined on B by 
ds(z) = (1- Izl*)-“-‘dv(z), 
where v is the normalized Lebesgue measure on B, is M-invariant. In particular, 
@,(a)) = T(EB). By integration in polar coordinates one verifies that 
T(EB) = ~~“(1 -E*)-~. 
The invariant Laplacian of a function f E C*(B) is defined by 
Af (4 = A (f 0 ~,)(Oh a E B, 
where d is the ordinary Laplacian. One has 
(1.3) Lif(O)=4(1_lal*) C (C3j~-Oj(Tk)DjDkf(U)* 
j,k 
See [4], Theorem 4.1.3. The operator d is M-invariant in the sense that 
d(f o I+V) = (Af)o I+V for t,~cAut(B) [4], Theorem 4.1.2. This implies that the 
class X, = {f: Jf = Af } is M-invariant. If L = 0, elements of X, are called M- 
harmonic functions. 
Invariant gradient. For a complex-valued function f E C’(B) let 
Df (a) = Wf I%), Ff (4 = V(f O%)(O), 
where V denotes the “real” gradient, 
af 2fl 
of= ax_ ,_ , Z!f=X*k-l+iX*k. 
1 1 J J-1 
1.4. THEOREM. If f c C’(B) and I// E Aut(B), then 
P(fv)l = IK~fPWIl IP(fW = IKQfbwl. 
In other words, Id I and I P 1 are M-invariant. 
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PROOF. In the case of b the proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.1.2 in [4] 
and is based on the %-invariance of ID 1. (Here % denotes the group of unitary 
operators on U?‘). Then it remains to use the relation 
(1.5) lW’= 2(lDf12+ IDJI’), 
which follows from the analogous relation between D and V. 0 
1.6. PROPOSITION. If f E C’(B), then 
IDf(a)12 = (1- la12)(IDf(a)12- /(Df(W>12). 
PROOF. For a fixed a E B let (Oj (1 <Jon) be the components of pa. Then, by 
(1.1) (see the proof of Theorem 4.1.3 of [4]), 
Dk~j = -Sa6/+j+S,(l +S,)-‘dkaj. 
Hence, by the chain rule, 
Df(a) = -s,Df(a)+s,(l +s,)-‘(Df(a),n)n. 
Now the result is obtained by direct calculation. 0 
1.7. COROLLARY. If j-EC’(B), then 
IDf(4 sU- b12)-‘i~f@)1 
and 
1~~(~)1~(1-1~12)-‘1~~(~)1, 
with equality in the one-variable case. 
PROOF. Proposition 1.6 and (1.5). 0 
Integral means. For a Bore1 function f (with values in UZ”) the radializa- 
tion f # is defined by 
f#(z) = 5 f(WdU= Sf(lzlW~(0, ZEB, 
W s 
where o is the normalized surface measure on S= aB, and dU indicates the 
Haar measure on the group %!. The integral mean of order p (0 < p I 00) is then 
defined as a radial function on B: 
M,(f, .) = ((lflP)*YP, p<m, 
M,(f,z) = sup{lf(W : UE@}. 
Mixed norms. Let O<pso~, O<qsoo and --oo<a<oo. A vector-valued 
Bore1 function f is in Lcq if the function 
F(z) := (1- lz12)“M,(f,z), ZEB, 
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is in the Lebesgue space Lq((l - Iz12>-‘dv(z)). (We do not consider Ltq as a 
linear space.) The Lcq-“ norm” off equals, by definition, the Lq-norm of F, 
and is denoted by IlfIlu,p,q. Note that feLcq, q=m, if and only if 
Mp(f, z) = O((1 - /zjY). 
Our main result (Theorem 3. l), deduced very simply from a sub-mean-value 
property of /f Ip and I vf Ip (Theorem 2. l), asserts that the implication 
(1.8) vfELP,.q*fELP,‘q (fEX*,/l#O) 
is true for all (Y (not only for a>0 as in the case A = 0, see Theorem 3.4). The 
functions Ps ( E XA, A = - 4n2s( 1 - s)) can be used to show that (1.8) has sense 
for certain negative values of a. (P denotes the invariant Poisson kernel.) For 
example, (P”‘)# eXA fl Lcq for (Y> -n/2 and A = -n2. (See [4], Chap. 4.) 
Moreover, imitating the proof of Theorem 4.2.7 [4], one shows that if 
x,f-w+qoj f or some II E C and p> 1, then a> -n/2. It should be noted, 
however, that in the case of Ps the implication (1.8) can be verified by direct 
calculation. Namely, using the identity 
P(v,(z),<) = P(z,e%(O)P(a,0, z,aEB, [ES, 
[4], Theorem 3.3.5, one shows that fiP(a)=nP(a,[)yl,([), whence IpP”I = 
2n ISI IPSI. 
2. LOCAL ESTIMATES 
Throughout this section we fix 6, 0< 6< 1, and let E(a) =Es(a). 
2.1. THEOREM. Let O<p<w and F,, F2e{lfl,l~fJ}, where feXA for 
some J. EC. Then, except when Fl = /f j , F2 = j vf I and A = 0, there is a constant 
K=K(p, lA/,6)<00 such that 
(2.2) Fl(a)PsK 1 F2(#‘dr(z), aEB. 
E(a) 
For the proof we need several lemmas. The following lemma extends a result 
of Hardy and Littlewood [3] on subharmonic behavior of If I p (p< 1, f har- 
monic). (A proof, based on estimates for the Poisson integral, as well as an ex- 
tension to several variables can be found in Fefferman and Stein [l].) 
2.3. DEFINITION. For a continuous function Fr 0 on B, let Q(F) denote the 
smallest C, 1 CCC 03, such that 
F(a)< C&-“’ j Fdr 
E,(o) 
for all aeB and O<E< 1. 
For some important classes of functions (e.g. M-subharmonic [5]) 
supF Q(F) is finite. 
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2.4. LEMMA. If Q(F) < 00, then Q(P) < 00 for p> 0 and there is a constant 
C(p) < 00 such that Q(P) I C(p)Q(f)m”“~P~ ‘). 
PROOF. If PL 1, then the result is obtained by Jensen’s inequality. Let 
O<p< 1 and Q(F)<m. For fixed a and E let 
j FPdrsl 
&(“I 
and 
A = sup{F(~)~(~-r)~~: z~E,(a), O<r<c}. 
Let z~E,(a), O<r<& and r<s<c. Then, by Definition 2.3, 
(s - r)2”F(z) I Q(F) j FPF’ -Pds. 
Es AZ) 
Since Es_ r(z) C E,(a) C E,(a) and F(W) 5 (A (E - s)-~~)“~ for w E E,(a), we get 
(s- r)2”F(z) I Q(F)(A(c -.s~~“)“~- ‘. 
Hence, by taking s = (E + r)/2, 
F(z) 5 QUW l/P- y/P@ _ r)-2nh7, 
and hence 
F(z)~(& - r)2ns 22”Q(F)PA”P- ’ 
for all ZE E,(a) and O<r< E. This implies that A s~~“Q(F)~A’-~, whence 
A I 22”‘pQ(F) b ecause A <m. This gives the desired result with C(p)= 
p/P 0 
Now one can use the mean value property described in [4], Theorem 4.2.4, 
to prove the theorem. However, we prefer to work with Green’s formula. 
2.5. LEMMA. If feC2(B), O<r< 1 and O<E< 1, then 
(2.6) &f(r[)do(i) = (2n)-1r'p2"(1 -r2)n-1 j (d7f)dr 
rB 
and 
(2.7) f(o) = jf(sWa(~)- S ~&)G(Iz/Adr(z), 
S EB 
where 
G(t,.s) = (2n))‘jr1P2”(1 -r2)n-1dr. 
PROOF. Identity (2.7) follows from (2.6) by integration from 0 to E. To prove 
(2.6) we can assume that fis radial, because (&)# = d(f “). Let f(z) = u( 1z12), 
where u is C2 on [0, 1). Then, by (1.3), 
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df(z) = 4(212-2”(1 - /z12)n+‘u’(IZ12), 
where 
o(t) = P(l - t)’ -“u’(t). 
Hence, by integration in polar coordinates, 
j afdr = 8n j tv’(t2)dt 
rB 0 
= 4nP(l -?)i-%‘(T2). 
Since the left hand side of (2.6) is equal to 2ru’(r2), the proof is com- 
pleted. 0 
The following lemma explains the difference between the cases A = 0 and 
A#O. 
2.8. LEMMA. If fEXA, AfO, then 
IfWI~C(l~l E)-‘SUP{l~f(Z)~ :zEE,(a)} 
for a~ B, O<E< 1, where C< 03 is an absolute constant. 
PROOF. If iif = Af, then it follows from (2.6) that 
Af (O)T(rB) = -A S (f-f (0))dr 
rB 
+2nr2”P1(l-r2)1P”~$f(r~)do(T). 
Since I (d/dr) f (r[) I I I G’f (r[) I and r(rB) = rZn( 1 - r2)Pn, this implies that 
IAf(0)~51AIs;p//f~r+2nr-‘(1-r2)s;pIVf~. 
Now we use Corollary 1.7 to replace I Vf I on the right by (1 - r2)-l j vf 1, then 
apply the resulting inequality to f ocpo and use the M-invariance of I B / 
(Theorem 1.4). The result follows. 0 
2.9. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Let n’f=Af. We have to discuss four cases. 
(i) F1 = F2= I qf I. Let E< l/2. We apply (2.7) to f ova and then take the 
gradient for a = 0 on both sides. Since the function (~,a) - 9,(z) =: 9,(a) is C’ 
on BxB (by (l.l)), we have I~(fo~,)(O)I~CI(~f)(~,(O))I =ClVf(-z)I for 
Izl< l/2, where C is an absolute constant. This gives 
I~f(O)I~CS l~f(U do(C)+C S I~~fk)l G(lzl,lW(z). 
s EB 
Choosep> 1 (e.g. p = (n + 1)/n) so that G( / . I, 1) belongs to the Lebesgue space 
L”((1/2)B, dr). Then Holder’s inequality shows that the last integral is 
dominated by 
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C,{ j IIvf~qdr}l’q, q =p/(p- l)<W. 
EB 
Hence 
IVJ(o)jq1c* 1 ]Vf(&[)lqdr+cs j IhPfIWs. 
s EB 
Replacing, as we may, E by r (r< E) in the first of these integrals, then multiply- 
ing by 2nr2”-’ (1 -r2)-n-1dr and integrating from 0 to E, we find that 
Iof(o))q1c4 )Alq&P 1 IVfjVr. 
EB 
Applying this to fo va we see that Q( I vfl q, I C, IA lq, where Cs is an absolute 
constant. Now (2.2) follows from Lemma 2.4. 
(ii) F, = F2 = If 1. The proof is similar to that of (i). 
(iii) F, = ifl, F2= IV’l, A#O. Let p>O, e=6/2. If z~E,(a), then E&)c 
E&d and, by (0, 
Now (2.2) follows from Lemma 2.8. 
(iv) Fl = I vf 1, F2 = If 1. Let u be a real Cl-function on [0, l] such that u = 1 
on [0,6/4), u=O on (612, l] and 1, u (Izl)dr(z) = 1. Multiplying (2.7) by 
u(&)2n&2”-‘(1 -&2)-nPl de, then integrating from 0 to 1, we obtain 
f(0) = S Vfdr, 
B 
where V is a radial function such that I V VI E L’(T). Applying this to f 0 pa and 
using the M-invariance of r, we see that 
f (4 = L Vhz(z))f WW. 
Hence, by differentiation, 
lKf(O)l~CS l~V(-z)l if(z)I Wz) 
B 
IC,SUP{/f(Z)/ :zE(m)B}, 
where C, depends on 111. Now the result follows from (ii). 0 
3. INEQUALITIES FOR THE INTEGRAL MEANS 
Besides n we fix p and q so that O-cpsm, O-cqsm. 
3.1. THEOREM. Letf~X,,~fOand-oo<a<~.Thenf~L~qifandonly 
if PfELcq, and there is a constant A = A (a, II / ) < 03 such that- 
(3.2) A-’ Ilf II a,p,ql IIPf II a,p,q-l If Ilu,p,q. 
PROOF. If condition (2.2) is satisfied by Fj (j= 1,2), then so is by ~;;oJ,Y 
any ~gAut(B). (This follows from the M-invariance of r.) In particular 
for 
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(+I, F,P(Ua)rK 1 F2p(Uz)dz(z) 
E(a) 
for UE%. Integration over %! shows that 
M,p(F,, a) 5 K J M,p(F,, z)dr(z). 
E(o) 
for p< 00. Hence, by Jensen’s inequality, 
(3.3) M,4(Fi,a)~K, S M;(Fz,z)dr(z) 
E(a) 
for ps q< 03. Applying Minkowski’s inequality for LP’q(dU) to the inequality 
(+),, we see that (3.3) holds for p>q as well. Thus (3.3) holds for p< 03, 
q< 03. Hence, by Fubini’s theorem, 
S M,4(Fi,@(l - la12)Bdr(4 
’ SK, S A4,4(F2,z)dx(z) j (1 - la12)Pdr(a), 
B EC.3 
where p is an arbitrary real number. On the other hand, simple calculation bas- 
ed on (1.2) shows that 1 - laj2 is “proportional” to 1 - lz12 for ale. 
Therefore 
1 (1- ~a12)Pdt(a)rC(1 -~~)~r(E(z)). 
E(E) 
Since r@(z)) is constant, we conclude that 
II4 lla,p,q~A llFzlla,p,q 
provided that F,, F2 satisfy (2.2), q< 00. As is easily seen, the same holds for 
q= 03. Theorem 2.1 completes the proof. 0 
As the above proof shows, the second inequality in (3.2) holds for all a even 
when A = 0; while the first one is true for (r> 0. We shall discuss only the case 
q = cm because then there is a short proof. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let O<p< 00 and a>O. An M-harmonic function f satisfies 
the condition 
(i) Mp(.fz) = O((l- lz12)Y), IZI -+ 1, 
if and only if 
(ii) M,(IXz) = O((l- lz12)-“), IZI + 1. 
The same equivalence remains true if “0” is replaced by “0”. 
In the one-variable case this result reduces to the well known theorem of 
Hardy and Littlewood [3]. A consequence is an extension of another important 
theorem of Hardy and Littlewood [3] on conjugate functions. See [2] for more 
information. 
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3.5. COROLLARY. A holomorphic function f satisfies (i) if the analogous 
condition is satisfied by the real part off. 
PROOF. Ip(Ref)i = fi ivf /. 0 
3.6. PROOF OF THE THEOREM. As noted above, we have to prove that (ii) 
implies (i). Let f satisfy (ii), 0 <p< 1. Assuming that f (0) = 0, we have 
and hence, by Corollary 1.7, 
This implies, in the standard way, that 
sup lf@-W~ c suPU?f(sr)Y: rj<s<rj+,} 
r<r,, j=O 
for mr 1, where rj= 1 -2-j. On the other hand, it follows from (1.2) that 
scEE,,2(r,[) when rj<s<rj+i. Hence, by Theorem 2.1 (F, = F2 = 1 vf I), 
SUp{I~f(Si)l’:rj<S<rj+1}IC S IFfIPd7, 
q,u 
where E=E,,,. Combining the last two inequalities applied to f 0 U, UEW, 
and integrating over a, we see that 
,,1 I 
(3.8) sup M,P(f,rC)I:C C S M,P(% z)d7(d. 
r< r,, j=O E(r,C) 
Since f satisfies (ii), we have that Mp( GJ z) I C12ja for z E E(rj [), whence 
A4,P(f,r[)5Cz C 2jpa, r<rm, 
J=o 
and this implies (i). In the case of “0” the proof is similar. 0 
3.9. REMARK. “If” part of Theorem 3.4 is of some interest only when 
p< 1. Namely, if PL 1, then an application of Minkowski’s inequality to (3.7) 
shows that a Cl-function f satisfies (i) (a>O) if 
(iii) M,(VJz) = O((l- Iz12)Y-‘), 
which is implied by (ii). It follows from this remark, Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 
1.7 that conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are mutually equivalent if f is M-harmonic, 
pz 1 and a>O. We do not know what is about the case p< 1. 
3.10. EXAMPLE. If f is M-harmonic, then the best possible conclusion we 
can deduce from the boundedness of M,(vJ . ), p-c 1, is that 
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See (3.8). Let n 2 2 and 
f(z) = (p/n)(l - ZJT z E B. 
It follows from [4], Proposition 1.4.10, that 
~;(f,r)rclog& (c = const. > 0). 
On the other hand, by Proposition 1.6, 
Ifif( = (1 - Jz12)(1 - /zl 12) 1 -z1(-2(‘+n’+ 
Using this and the formula 1.4.5(2) of [4], one shows that M,(Df, . ) is bound- 
ed. 0 
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